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Introduction

Over the past 20 years, the number of requested diag-
nostic tests has increased both in primary and

secondary health care and has resulted in an increased
pressure on clinical laboratories.1 Part of the increase
in test consumption is understandable and can be
explained by the ageing of the patient population and
the growth in the number of preventive tasks in the
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ABSTRACT

Objective An automated feedback system that
produces comments about the non-adherence of
general practitioners (GPs) to accepted practice
guidelines for ordering diagnostic tests was devel-
oped. Before implementing the automated feed-
back system in daily practice, we assessed the
potential effect of the system on the test ordering
behaviour of GPs.
Design We used a randomised controlled trial
with balanced block design.
Setting Five times six participant groups of GPs in
a computer laboratory setting.
Intervention The GPs reviewed a random sample of
30 request forms they filled in earlier that year. If
deemed necessary, they could make changes in the
tests requested. Next, the system displayed critical
comments about their non-adherence to the guide-
lines as apparent from the (updated) request forms.

Subjects Twenty-four randomly selected GPs
participated.
Main outcome measures The number of requested
diagnostic tests (17% with 95% confidence interval
[CI]: 12–22%) and the fraction of tests ordered that
were not in accordance with the practice guidelines
(39% with 95% CI: 28–51%) decreased due to the
comments of the automated feedback system. The
GPs accepted 362 (50%) of the 729 reminders.
Implications Although our experiment cannot
predict the size of the actual effect of the automated
feedback system in daily practice, the observed
effect may be seen as the maximum achievable.

Keywords: Clinical competence, clinical decision
support systems, guideline adherence, practice
guidelines, primary healthcare, reminder systems,
test ordering
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practice of the physician. On the other hand, the
increase is also caused by the demand for care from
the patients and the increased availability of new diag-
nostic tests for which the appropriateness of use is not
always clear.2–4

Guidelines, such as those on appropriate test order-
ing, are developed to improve the quality of care and
reduce unnecessary diagnostic test consumption, but
their implementation and use in daily practice are a
problem.5,6 Therefore it is important to develop tools
that stimulate physicians’ adherence to guidelines.
Over the past 10 years, decision support systems have
gained popularity as an implementation strategy.7–10

These systems have the potential to change physicians’
behaviour, and their test ordering in particular.11

The advice of the system (a recommendation) describes
the discrepancies between the physician’s actions and the
guidelines, offering recommendations for improvement.

We developed and validated an automated feedback
system named GRIF (the Dutch acronym for
‘Geautomatiseerde Reminders als Interactieve Feed-
back’).12,13 GRIF is meant to stimulate adherence to
accepted practice guidelines on diagnostic tests. This
system was developed to support or even replace the
written feedback given by the Transmural Care Unit
of the Maastricht University Hospital since 1985.14

The objective of the experiment described in this
paper was to assess the efficacy of an automated
feedback system. Efficacy is defined as the percentage
of decisions made that are in line with relevant prac-
tice guidelines. To obtain a gold standard, effects should
be determined in an optimal situation, without the
influence of practice conditions and the demanding
patient. This may show the efficacy of the system and
the magnitude of effects when such an intervention is
used in daily practice. Testing new automated tools by
future users in a laboratory setting prior to general
use in daily practice is important to prevent ineffective
interventions being implemented too widely.

Methods

The GRIF system

The GRIF system consists of five parts: a knowledge
base, an order entry system, a module that provides
reactive support (i.e. the recommendations), a module
that provides passive support and a database.12 The
knowledge base in which the recommendations 
are stored now contains 150 rules (recommendations)
derived from accepted national and regional
guidelines about various medical problems. To use the
GRIF system in daily practice, the general practitioner
(GP) must enter relevant medical patient data (signs,

symptoms, working hypotheses, and the reason for
request) and the tests to be ordered into an electronic
order entry form. The medical terms have to be
entered using International Classification of Primary
Care (ICPC) codes.15 A search program assists the
user in the selection of the appropriate terms that are
associated with an ICPC code. Due to this standard-
isation of terminology, our computerised rules in the
knowledge base are based on ICPC codes only. Next,
the reactive support module of the GRIF system reads
the patient data on the electronic request form and
checks whether any of the rules in the knowledge base
will trigger. If a rule triggers, the corresponding recom-
mendation is generated immediately and presented by
means of a pop-up window, overlaying the interface of
the electronic request form. The recommendation win-
dow contains critical comments about the requested tests
as well as a link to the text of the practice guideline for
more explanation (passive support module). Finally, the
GP then decides to accept or reject the recommendation.

The intervention

We randomly selected 30 from the 90 GPs in the
Maastricht region. Twenty-four GPs agreed to par-
ticipate in a laboratory experiment. For each GP we
took a random sample of request forms he/she had
submitted to the transmural care unit in the pre-
ceding year. Patient information (sex, age and medical
information such as working hypothesis, complaints
and medical history) was entered into the electronic
order entry form of the GRIF program and ICPC
codes were added to the medical patient data. The
request forms were anonymised so that knowledge of
test results would not influence the GPs’ judgements.

In a laboratory setting, the GPs were confronted with
the comments of the GRIF system on their earlier
ordered diagnostic tests. The intervention took place
at the Maastricht University in five group sessions. To
ensure that GPs still approved their own test requests,
we allowed them to remove or add tests. Then the
system was activated. The GP could accept or ignore
the presented recommendations. The GPs had to
work through the 30 cases one by one within a limited
time (45 minutes) to simulate time pressure during
real patient consultation. An overview of the different
steps in the experiment and the items measured is
presented in Figure 1.

Following this laboratory experiment, we also
planned a field trial using a balanced block design. In
the field trial we divided the recommendations in the
knowledge base into two clusters (A and B). Half of
the GPs got recommendations on cluster A, the other
half on cluster B. The GPs were blinded to the
remaining recommendations. Thus we could investi-
gate the learning effect during the field trial. To make



the results of the laboratory experiment comparable
to the results of the field trial, we used the same design
(although the blinding does not provide information
in this case).

The recommendations are clustered in such a way
that both clusters lead to approximately the same
number of recommendations (based on results from
the validation study and the fact that the severity of
the diagnoses (linked to the test requests) is about
equal in both clusters.13 The diagnoses for test cluster
A and B are listed in Box 1. The GPs were randomly
assigned to receive either recommendations on test
cluster A or on test cluster B.

Statistical analysis

For each GP, we measured the average number of test
requests at three points in time: on the original
request form, after the GP’s reconsiderations and after
accepting/ignoring the comments of the GRIF system.
We also determined for each GP the mean number of
accepted and rejected recommendations per request
form and studied whether tests changed by the GPs
led to the disappearance of one or more recommenda-
tions. For each GP, we also calculated the percentage
decrease in test numbers and the percentage decrease
of tests not in accordance with the guidelines at 
the previously mentioned three points in time. Tests
not in accordance with the guidelines were expressed
as the number of recommendations not accepted
divided by the total number of tests ordered. We
determined for each group the absolute change in
tests not in accordance with the practice guidelines:
cluster A tests for GP group 1 and cluster B tests for
GP group 2. First a mean value per GP was calculated,
then the averages per group.

As an overall test for both clusters together, we
adapted the crossover test to our model.16 To achieve a
power of 0.9, at least 22 GPs were needed to participate
in this trial. The estimation in variation in request
behaviour of GPs in this power calculation is based on
results of a previous pilot study.13 Since most
recommendations suggest the removal of one or more
tests, the direction of the effect is one-sided. Therefore
we also chose to present the mean value and the 95%
confidence interval (CI) of the effects. We did not
determine an intracluster correlation coefficient
(ICC) that takes into account that the outcomes of
decisions by an individual physician may be more
similar than those across study subjects.

Additionally, we studied the behaviour of the GPs
in more detail and investigated correlations between
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Figure 1 Description of the different steps of the intervention

After
recommendations

After
changes by GP

Before
intervention

� Tests added
� Tests deleted

� Recommendations accepted
� Recommendations ignored

� Number of tests
� Generated recommendations
� Fraction non-rational

requested tests

� Number of tests
� Fraction non-rational

requested tests

� Number of tests
� Initially generated

recommendations
� Fraction non-rational

requested tests

GP Recommendation

Box 1 Diagnoses for clusters A and B

Cluster A
� Anaemia
� Diabetes mellitus 
� Glandular fever
� Hypercholesterolaemia
� Hypertension
� Liver problems
� Urine complaints

Cluster B
� Allergy
� Diarrhoea
� Gall bladder problem
� Gout
� Infections
� Physical problems
� Rheumatism
� Sinusitis
� Thyroid gland problem



changes made by the GPs and changes resulting from
suggestions by the GRIF system.

Results

With respect to age, experience and sex, the 24 GPs
were comparable to the whole group of GPs in our
region. The mean age of the GPs was 49 years (standard
deviation (SD): 5.6), the mean years of experience in
general practice was 18 (SD: 7.0) and 75% of the GPs
were male. In the analysis, one case of one GP was
missing due to a technical problem.

Table 1 shows that the mean number of test requests
decreased due to the whole intervention. The mean
percentage decrease over the two GP groups was 30%
(95% CI: 23% to 37%). Table 2 shows a strong decrease
in the proportion of tests not in accordance with the
practice guidelines (43% over the two GP groups
(95% CI: 32% to 54%) for the total intervention).

The 24 GPs ordered 4196 tests (mean 5.6 tests per
patient) on the original request forms. Due to recon-
sideration, GPs removed 545 tests (of which erythrocyte
sedimentation rate (ESR) occurred 39 times, creatinine

36 times and leucocyte count 36 times) and added 
80 tests (of which fasting glucose occurred 16 times and
mean corpuscular volume (MCV) 13 times). On average
there was a mean decrease of requested tests in the
two intervention groups of 12% (95% CI: 5% to 20%).

Of the removed 545 tests, 361 tests (66%) would
have generated a recommendation. Since more than
one test request on one form could be related to the
same recommendation, this would have resulted in a
reduction of 255 recommendations. The other 184
(34%) removed tests would not have generated a recom-
mendation. Of these, 101 should not have been removed
because they were in accordance with practice guide-
lines. Most tests were common general tests such as
glucose, creatinine, cholesterol and thyroid stimulating
hormone (TSH), ordered for elderly people (age above
70) and requested in accordance with the guidelines.
For 83 requested tests no guideline existed.

After the GP changed the request form, 3731 test
requests remained on the request form. Due to
comments of the GRIF system 457 tests were removed
(leucocyte count 66 times, packed cell volume (PCV)
39 times and differential count 34 times) and 46 tests
were added (fasting glucose 29 times and alanine
aminotransferase (ALAT) 10 times). The comments
of the GRIF system resulted in a mean decrease in the
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Table 1 Mean number of test requests with corresponding standard deviation (SD) per
request form per GP 

GP group 1 GP group 2

Cluster A: Cluster B: Cluster B: Cluster A:
intervention control intervention control

Before intervention 3.75 (0.90) 1.69 (0.58) 1.62 (0.44) 3.50 (1.15)

After changes by GP 3.32 (1.28) 1.49 (0.65) 1.42 (0.47) 3.09 (1.13)

After recommendations 2.67 (0.95) 1.39 (0.61) 1.09 (0.25) 3.04 (1.14)

Table 2 Mean proportion of requested tests per request form per GP that were not in
accordance with the practice guidelines and corresponding standard deviations (SD)

GP group 1 GP group 2

Cluster A: Cluster B: Cluster B: Cluster A:
intervention control intervention control

Before intervention 0.45 (0.06) 0.38 (0.06) 0.46 (0.15) 0.47 (0.09)

After changes by GP 0.41 (0.06) 0.38 (0.08) 0.44 (0.16) 0.47 (0.09)

After recommendations 0.25 (0.12) 0.38 (0.08) 0.29 (0.16) 0.47 (0.09)



number of tests ordered in the intervention groups of
17% (95% CI: 12% to 22%).

The overall difference between the intervention and
the control groups was significant (P < 0.001).

The system generated 1420 recommendations for
the 720 cases of which 729 (51%) were presented and
691 (49%) stayed hidden to the GP because of the
application of the block design. Of the 729 presented
recommendations, 362 (50%) were accepted and 367
(50%) were ignored. The comments of the system
resulted in a mean decrease in the proportion of tests
not in accordance with guidelines in the intervention
groups of 39% (95% CI: 28% to 51%). For both GP
groups together there was a significant decrease in the
proportion of inappropriately requested tests in the
intervention group compared to the control groups
(P < 0.001).

We found four different behaviour patterns among
the participating GPs. Four GPs did not change any-
thing on the request forms in 21 or more of the 30 cases
(no changes by the GP and no recommendations
accepted). Nine GPs mainly changed the request forms
themselves but did not follow the advice of the GRIF
system. Eight GPs did not change the request form but
followed the advice of the system. Finally, three GPs
both changed the request form and followed the advice
of the system (not necessarily in the same case).

Discussion 

We have described the potential effects of an
automated feedback system for test ordering by GPs.
Both the number of tests ordered and the proportion
of tests not in accordance with guidelines decreased.

Paper cases can be used to measure the competence
of a clinician, but performance is what a physician
actually does in daily practice.17,18 Although compe-
tence scores are usually higher than performance scores,
competence is a good predictor for performance.19

Other researchers have used simulated cases to
assess the potential effect of decision support systems.
They compared different forms of decision support
for prescribing and for the management of breast and
ovarian cancer and found they were potentially
effective.20,21 Walton et al. found that 35% of the
recommendations of their decision support system
were ignored.21 In our study, 50% of the recom-
mendations were ignored. A possible explanation is
that GPs in the Maastricht region have received
feedback on their test ordering behaviour since 1985.
Their test ordering behaviour is already largely in line
with the guidelines.14

Of the randomly selected 30 cases, some (on
average two to three) cases were quite similar. This

might have resulted in a learning effect during the
session. Our data set was too small to detect such an
effect. Nevertheless, some of the GPs indicated in
group discussions held afterwards that they were
more likely to accept a recommendation when it was
presented repeatedly.

A disadvantage of an experiment in a laboratory
setting is that the respondents may tend to give
socially desired answers and act as they think the
researchers want them to act. We tried to avoid this 
by informing the GPs that the aim of the study was to
measure the user satisfaction of the system and the
quality of the presented recommendations instead 
of focusing on measuring the performance of the
GPs. Therefore, we asked them to critically review
the recommendations rather than blindly accept them.

The GPs themselves deleted a relatively large
percentage of the initial test requests from the request
form. The majority of the tests were correctly
removed (tests were not in accordance with the
guidelines). Besides a second critical look at one’s own
test requests, the influence of the Hawthorne effect,
socially desired behaviour of GPs and the absence of
the patient in the laboratory setting could have played
a major role in this reduction.22

The four behaviour patterns we found were about
equally distributed over the different group sessions,
indicating that they were not due to information bias.
Only three GPs changed the request form themselves
and followed the recommendations, a strategy that we
expected for most GPs. This implies that individual
GPs need different approaches to change their
diagnostic test ordering behaviour.

Remarkably, we found that in cases where GPs
actively changed their own request form before the
system advised them, the number of tests requested
not according the practice guidelines seemed to be
lower than for GPs that did not actively change their
request forms. It seems as if GPs that actively changed
their request form know quite well which tests are
appropriate or not. However, this latter finding needs
to be interpreted with some caution because the
analyses were performed on case level instead of on
GP level.

This study clearly shows the potential of computer
recommendations to achieve behaviour more in
accord with guidelines in medical practice. The effects
found are assumed to be most feasible.
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